
HAIER IN INDIA BUILDING PRESENCE

Nyan Myat Min s Answer - 1 Haier, one of the most successful electronic manufacturers, was originated from China..
Unlike the strategies and.

Business case study paragraph by paragraph mapping will help you in organizing the information correctly
and provide a clear guide to go back to the case study if you need further information. Braganza planned to
innovate the strategy with a formal localization by market direct approach and successive market research.
Business Unit Level Solution - The case study may put you in a position of a marketing manager of a small
brand. The party has lasted for more than a decade and rollback from Fed can result in huge interest costs for
Localisation India. Haier has got a firm market position with the premium pricing strategy. So instead of
providing recommendations for overall company you need to specify the marketing objectives of that
particular brand. Braganza also planned to promote after-sales services as it was not properly set up since the
company thought their product was of the premium quality, and need not to be followed-up. Haier entered the
global markets and started an internationalization strategy in the s. Continued growth of the emerging markets
is reshaping the global balance of economic power. He found out that there was low brand awareness by the
India people. Business environments are often complex and require holistic solutions. Begin slowly -
underline the details and sketch out the business case study description map. There were so many
governmental constraints and the market knowledge and commitment on the product was still lacking. Thus,
the favorable situations of international expansion have welcomed Haier to enter into India market. Be very
slow with this process as rushing through it leads to missing key details. The global competitors had an
effective after-sales services, and Braganza tried to set up the service BTMA2 Page 5 Nyan Myat Min s
centers across the state capitals. Distribution channel was not modernized and Haier was not able to cope with
the geographical requirement. For example you can recommend a low cost strategy but the company core
competency is design differentiation. The company was still introducing the quality products, but it has to
compete a price war with the current giants with the market demanding products. They tried to improve more
service-franchisee network delivering six-hour service in all metro cities Mishra,  According to Nikhil Celly,
Penny Lau , brand recognition plays a significant role in attracting new customers looking for solutions in
Customers, Emerging markets, Global strategy, Globalization, Growth strategy, Pricing adjacent industries. It
also provides starting ideas as fundamentals often provide insight into some of the aspects that may not be
covered in the business case study itself. When the radical innovations eventually become the new
technological paradigm, the newcomer companies leapfrog ahead of former leading firms. Time line can
provide the clue for the next step in organization's journey. What did it plan to achieve in this new market?
Besides, during the earlier times, India had an inverted duty structure that hindered development of foreign
direct investment. It is undeniable that the India market is brilliantly emerging, the supply and demand are not
balanced. The firm originally targeted for the middle class population with the brand quality, but due to the
slower growth rate of the luxurious product market, the company has to modify their strategy.


